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Abstract 
This paper shows the current German state of technology of solar district heating with seasonal thermal energy 
storage for the built environment. In order to point out the necessity for further development and implementation 
activities of this technology for future applications, the main contents of the European project EINSTEIN such as 
adequate system concepts or technical requirements for retrofitting applications are presented. 
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1. Introduction 
Energy use in buildings accounts for approximately 40 % of the European (EU) energy consumption 
while space heating and domestic hot water preparation represent the largest part of energy use in 
buildings nowadays. Hence, energy efficient buildings covering their energy demand with a high fraction 
of renewable energy are a key component to fulfill the most recent EU directives concerning the 
performance of buidlings and the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. One possibility to significantly 
reduce the fossil fuel consumption of retrofitted buildings is solar district heating with seasonal thermal 
energy storage (STES). 
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Until a few years ago, such systems were only constructed in combination with new buildings as 
existing buildings come along with constraints, for instance on roof orientation, temperature level of the 
district heating net and available space for the STES. 
 
2. Retrofitted school and sports center in Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany 
In Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany, the first solar district heating system with STES for existing 
buildings went into operation in 2008 [1]. A retrofitted school and sports center from the 1970’s is 
supplied with solar heat for space heating and hot water preparation with a solar fraction of 35–40 % 
(planning value). The yearly heat demand before and after retrofitting and with the solar district heating 
















Fig. 1. yearly heat demand of  the school and sports center in Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany, before and after retrofitting and 
with the solar district heating system (source: PKi) 
First, a general refurbishment of the school building, an associated gym and the existing district 
heating net was carried out. Another gym was constructed and 600 m2 of solar thermal flat plate 
collectors were installed on the roof. Additionally, a fire station and an indoor swimming pool are 
connected to the district heating net. The district heating net supplies heat to buildings with a gross area of 
12,000 m2 in total [2]. Figure 2 shows the retrofitted school building with 1,000 m2 of solar thermal flat 
plate collectors installed on the roof. 
The solar heat from the 1,600 m2 flat plate collectors is seasonally stored in a 4,500 m3 gravel/water pit 
thermal energy store. In consideration of the local geological and hydrogeological situation, this kind of 
seasonal thermal energy store was the cheapest of all technically feasible technologies. Additionally, it 
meets the requirement to be absolutely fail-safe, as the store is located directly at the school yard. The 
store could be integrated into regular school life by building an open-air classroom into the embankment 
as well as a children’s playground. Figure 3 shows the pit thermal energy store during construction and in 
its finished condition with the open-air classroom. 
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Fig. 2. retrofitted school building in Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany, from the 1970’s with 1,000 m2 of solar thermal flat plate 


















Fig. 3. pit thermal energy store during construction and in its finished condition with open-air classroom 
The conventional part of the heating system consists of two gas boilers with a thermal power of 600 kW 
each as well as a 30 m3 hot water buffer store placed in the retrofitted school building. A compression 
heat pump driven by a 15 kW electric motor is included into the system. The heat pump allows a 
discharging of the store down to about 10 °C and so increases the usable heat capacity of the store by 
increasing the temperature difference between fully loaded and unloaded state of the store. Figure 4 
depicts the simplified plant scheme of the solar district heating system with STES. 
picture: PKi 
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Fig. 4. simplified plant scheme of the solar district heating system with STES in Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen 
 
3. Solar district heating with former military buildings in Crailsheim, Germany 
Existing buildings have been integrated into Germanys largest solar district heating system in 
Crailsheim, too. Fife former military buildings have been completely gutted and refurbished. The newly 
installed heat distribution system inside the buildings leads to low return flow temperatures below 40 °C. 
Hence, the connection to the district heating net was possible. Low return flow temperatures are essential 
for an efficient solar district heating system. 
All fife former military buildings were completely roofed with solar thermal flat plate collectors 
resulting in a total collector area of 1,750 m2 on these buildings. The top floor of three buildings was 
constructed complete new by taking down the old roof and putting on a new and steeper one. Now, 
residents benefit from the increased space. Additionally, the solar collectors generate higher solar yields 
due to the steeper roof. The solar collectors have been installed as so called “solar roof”, having the 
function of the outer building envelope. Large-scale collector modules were prefabricated and installed 
like ready-made roof elements. Figure 5 (a) shows the military buildings before the retrofitting. 
Figure 5 (b) shows the buildings in July 2008. The two buildings shown in the background had already 
been retrofitted in 2005. The three buildings in the foreground were retrofitted piece by piece in 2008. At 
the second building, the installation of the new and steeper roof as substructure for the solar collectors can 
be seen. 
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Figure 5 (c) shows the former military buildings after the retrofitting has been completed. The 
appearance of the buildings and quality of living could be significantly increased by attaching 
outbuildings (in red), balconies and roof terraces. Together with the knowledge of having a roof entirely 
made of solar collectors, living in a building mainly supplied with renewable energy and the „good 

























Fig. 5. (a) former military buildings before retrofitting; (b) during retrofitting; (c) completely finished 
 
4. European Project EINSTEIN 
The European Union (EU) project EINSTEIN (Effective INtegration of Seasonal Thermal Energy 
storage systems IN existing buildings) [3] started in January 2012 takes this technology one significant 
step further: The overall objective of the EINSTEIN project is the development, evaluation and 
demonstration of a energy efficient heating system based on a STES concept in combination with solar 
thermal collectors and heat pumps for space heating and DHW supply of existing buildings. It thereby 
also focuses on European inner-city retrofitting areas where ground space is limited. A reduction of the 
primary energy consumption up to 70 % compared to conventional existing thermal systems is planned.  
Innovative system concepts like solar district heating nets combined with STES and operated with 
seasonally fluctuating supply temperature serving as heat source for individual heat pumps installed in 
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every connected building can reduce heat losses of the district heating net, reduce the volume of the STES 
and hence  lead to an increase of the overall system efficiency, see figure 6. Different supply temperatures 
for individually retrofitted buildings connected to the same district heating net can be realized in this way, 
too. This is necessary if the buildings connected to the district heating net are not retrofitted at the same 
time or their heat distribution systems are designed in a different way leading to the need of different 






















Fig. 5. (a) conventional principle of a solar district heating system with STES and centralized heat pump; (b) in the EINSTEIN 




One key element in the EINSTEIN project is therefore the development of special heating substations 
with integrated heat pump to connect the district heating net to the internal heat distribution net of the 
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buildings. These heating substations directly use the heat from the district heating net as long as the 
supply temperature is high enough. In fall or early winter the supply temperature of the district heating 
system decreases. Then the heat pumps start working with their evaporator connected to the district 
heating net further decreasing its temperature. When the temperature of the district heating net decreases 
below the ambient air temperature, the heat pumps start working on air-to-water heat exchangers taking 
the heat from the ambient air. This setup always leads to a maximum efficiency of the heat pumps. 
In addition, significantly lower heat losses of the district heating net compared to conventional district 
heating nets with constant temperatures is expected. The heat losses of the solar district heating systems 
realized in Germany are in the range between 8 % and 30 % of the total heat consumption of the 
connected buildings. If already existing, older, poorly insulated district heating nets are still used after 
retrofitting the buildings, the advantage of lower heat losses due to decentralized heat pumps probably 
increases. 
Integration of large solar collector fields with hundreds or thousands of square meters and large-scale 
STES in grown urban structures will face huge challenges. Often there are relatively densely built-up 
areas with multi-story apartment buildings with flat roofs. The space between the buildings is occupied by 
certain infrastructures and traffic routes. Solar collectors then can only be mounted on the roofs and 
additionally installed vertically at the south façade.  
Under these circumstances, STES must be realized in a way that the surface can still be used by the 
general public. One possible technology is the borehole thermal energy store (BTES). BTES can be 
completely installed below the surface without additional effort. The surface then can be used for 
example as a parking lot. Hot water or pit STES are typically installed not completely underground in 
order to reduce excavation costs. The resulting little hill is hardly able to be used in a reasonable way. 
One conceivable construction method for STES in urban areas is a hot water tank built completely 
above ground. This would give the possibility to realize significantly bigger height-to-diameter aspect 
ratios than one would design for buried tanks due to excavation costs. In consequence, the required space 
is smaller than for underground STES. Further advantages will be the better thermal stratification, the 
easier maintenance and to maintain the security of a dry and efficient thermal insulation. 
Hence, further development of such STES above ground is necessary. The technique of existing large-
scale cold water stores might be adapted. Figure 6 shows such a cold water store with 3,500 m3 built 
using a modular construction method in Chemnitz, Germany.  
The realization of solar district heating systems in existing urban areas requires installing the 
underground piping system with as less as possible disturbing influence on traffic and existing structures. 
Therefore, micro-tunneling is investigated as one possible solution. The development of software tools 
and business models complete the activities within the EU project EINSTEIN. 
In addition, the technique of solar district heating is adapted from experiences mainly made in 
Scandinavia and Germany to Southern European countries like Spain. Some regions of the Southern 
European countries need large heat amounts for space heating during wintertime, too. However, in 
comparison to Middle European climatic conditions, there are several advantages of location making the 
technology of solar district heating very interesting for these countries: 
x Solar irradiation and therefore the solar yields are typically during wintertime higher than in Central 
Europe. Hence, the STES can be designed smaller, space-saving and cheaper and the temperature 
level of the store can be kept higher during January and February. 
x Due to the higher yearly irradiation sum, less solar thermal collectors need to be installed in order to 
achieve the same solar yields. This lowers investment costs and space requirements. 
x The higher ambient air temperature allows the heat pumps working on air-to-water heat exchangers 
taking the heat from the ambient air with high coefficient of performance (COP) even in January or 
February. 

















Fig. 6. cold water store with 3,500 m3 built using a modular construction method in Chemnitz, Germany (source: TU Chemnitz) 
 
5. Conclusion 
The technology of solar district heating with seasonal thermal energy store has been developing for 
several decades – slowly but constantly. In the meantime a technological level is reached that allows for 
systems combining high solar fractions above 50 % with heat generation costs near to economic viability. 
Still, the seasonal thermal energy stores offer potential for cost reduction and efficiency enhancement. 
A major hurdle to rapid further development are the huge investment costs. Therefore, solar district 
heating systems with seasonal thermal energy store are realized only rarely. Hence, the learning curve of 
costs and technical aspects is quite “flat”. Expanding the technology to existing buildings and to different 
European countries will accelerate the speed of necessary developments. 
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